Food Literacy Education:
Why Our Future Depends on Understanding How Food Can Promote the Health of People and the Planet
A presentation by
Antonia Demas, PhD

Our children are growing up in a world very different from the world that most adults experienced in their youth. In terms of food and nutrition, these differences are profound and are having a major impact on both our health and the health of the planet. It is important to recognize the implications of these changes from a public health, environmental, and educational perspective.

Food education must be taught if children are to have an appreciation of how nutrients, starting with nutrients in the soil, are vital for their development and the prevention of diet-related disease. This talk will focus on how to get people to want to eat a plant-based diet via sensory-based fun hands-on learning and will highlight some positive research results that effective food education has brought to diverse populations.

Tues., November 10, 2015, 7 p.m.
Ala Wai Golf Course Clubhouse
404 Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu
(0.2 mi. behind the Waikiki-Kapahulu Library - across from the Chevron station)

6-8 p.m., Wednesday, November 11
Dine-out with Dr. Demas at ‘Ai Love Nalo
Look for sign: “Farm Fresh Hawaiian Food” at 41-1025 Kalanianaole Hwy, Waimanalo

Vegan Menu:* Choice of 1 dinner (1,2,3 or 4) & 1 dessert (A or B)
1) Oh Wow Lau Lau with fresh poi, tofu poke (plain or mildly spicy) & fresh local greens.
2) Kau Kau Luau with fresh greens & brown rice.
3) Buddha Bowl with ginger-olena tahina sauce over millet.
4) Medi-Bowl - Kalo falafel, baba ganoush, beet-kissed hummus & millet tabouleh over greens with herb tahina sauce.
Desserts: A) Triple Truffle Sampler B) Gramma Nani’s Bread

To RSVP and Pay, Call (808)739-5200
$17 (INCLUDING TAX AND TIP), CREDIT CARD OR CASH
*FULL DESCRIPTION OF DISHES AT WWW.VSH.ORG
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO MEAL PROVIDERS, NOT TO VSH. G-F

Antonia Demas has a Ph.D. in education, nutrition, and anthropology from Cornell University. Dr. Demas has worked in various capacities for over 40 years developing food-based curriculums and teaching food-studies in a variety of educational settings with people of diverse ages, as well as ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds. Because of her excitement about the learning and health improvements that occurs among children when they have positive, sensory-based, hands-on experience with food, she has devoted herself to engaging in research to document this observation scientifically. Her dissertation won two national awards for Excellence and Creativity. She is the founder and director of the Food Studies Institute, based in Trumansburg, New York, a non-profit devoted to improving the long-term health and education of children and their families. Her curriculum, Food Is Elementary, has been used successfully in more than 3,000 schools in 35 states. She consults throughout the U.S. and abroad and trains and certifies teachers as food educators. Dr. Demas is a Visiting Scholar at Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health and at the University of Illinois Medical School.